
NOTES-SOUTH AMERICA

to standard routes and are more for le jet et la montagne type of mountaineers. Heights are only
approximate. Peaks cited are few. Information regarding access, roads, interesting places,
standard camps, etc, is very good, not to be obtained from any other source. With all its
limitations, this guide is vastly bener than no guide at all.

Yuraq Janka Guide to the Peruvian Andes, Pan I, Cordilleras Blanca and Rosko John F.
Ricker (Alpine Club of Canada/American Alpine Club, 1977, pp xii, 180. maps. photos and
pull-out panoramas, npq). In 1974, a guide to the Cordillera Raura was published in the
American Alpine Journal and this has now been followed by John Ricker's major work on the
Cordilleras Blanca and Rosko in book form, in what is hoped will be the first of a series. It can
be said straight away that it will be indispensable for anyone travelling through or climbing in
the area. The book is divided into 3 main parts. The first cov'ers the whole of Ihe Andean
region in Peru, with sections on early mountaineering in the region, the Indian inhabitants
and general expedition hints. The second covers the particular features of the Blanca,
including weather, glaciation, access, etc, whilst the third and largest section gives details of
every mountain in the range in 15 sub-sections, from Champara in the N to Caullaraju in the
S, with Rosko tacked on at the end. The information given includes a description of each
mountain group with heights, and then individual routes with approach, brief description of
route, date and participants for the first ascent, time taken and literature references. An
extensive bibliography and section on the Quechua language completes the book. This
invaluable guide and work of reference also contains a 32-page section of excellent
photographs and 11 fold-out panoramas, plus 4 maps on 2 large loose sheets at a scale of
1: 100,000.

POLAR REGIONS
Ned Gillene, Doug Wiens, Allan Bard and Chuck Schulz completed a 450-mile ski trip round
the N end of Ellesmere Island. Each man pulled his own fibre glass sled and no food caches or
air drops were used in the 52-day trip. The trip was partly on frozen ocean (with 20 to 40ft
pressure ridges in the Robeson Channel) and then lanerly on the interior ice-cap, which rises
to 1500m; 7 peaks up to 2 lOOm were climbed. See Mountain 60 14 for further details.

A Canadian party v'isited the Pangnirtung Pass region in Baffin Island in August 1977.
BatTy Nelson, Ken Hunter and Frank Gordon were repulsed by stone-falls on the S face of the
W rib of Mount Turnweather, after climbing some 400m of 55° ice and snow, and 6 rock
pitches at 5.9. Hunter and Gordon were later successful on a rock-route on Gauntlet Peak
which il1\'olv'ed 21 pitches at 5.9 and above.

Off Belay (J6 35) contains an account by Jim Savage of the first crossing of Bylar Island, off
the N coast of Baflin Island by a 5-man Canadian team in the summer of 1977. The
expedition ascended 20 peaks of around 1800m, the highest being Angilaak Mountain
(2062m). An article by another expedition member, Rob Kelly, appears in Canadian Alpine

Journal 6 J 44.
La Montagne et AlpiniJ1Ile (J JJ 266) includes a general article on Spitzbergen by Jean-Louis

Georges, which gives a bibliography and references to previous expeditions, although both
are to French sources. The peaks are relatively modest in size, the highest being Perriertoppen
and Newtontoppen at 1717m. Le' Alpe, (2/1978 65) also contains an article on an expedition to
Spitzbergen in 1975, written by M. Liechti.

BRITISH ISLES
Early 1978 saw a change in the editorship of Mountain; Ken Wilson retired to pastures new
after 8 years in the chair, having been responsible for the first 58 issues of a magazine which set
a high standard I'rom the start and which in a short time developed a considerable and
deserved reputation both at home and internationally. It is a testimony to Ken Wilson's
energy that his job has been taken over by 2 people. Tim Lewis is the new editor and Geoff
Birtles is filling a new post of business manager. In 1978, the new team have carried on with
the successful formula developed bv their predecessor, the motto apparently being 'Business
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as usual'. GeolT Birtles is still acting as editor of Crags, but the 2 magazines are financially
independent. Both Mountain and Crags have continued to provide their usual extremely
detailed coverage of events over the whole of the British Isles in the past year; as usual, this
journal makes no pretence to emulate this coverage.

In Scotland, the exceptional snow-fall in the 1977/78 winter season led to several large
avalanches one of which killed 2 unfortunate climbers in the corrie below Carn Dearg. It also
meant that the best conditions occurred at the beginning and end of the season. Geoff Cohen,
Gordon MacNair and Dave Broadhead repeated the winter traverse of the Cuillin Ridge on
Skye; they started at Sligachan and required 2 bivouacs. There was a lot of activity on Ben
Nevis which resulted in a variety of new ice-routes of grades 4 and 5. Norrie Muir and Arthur
Paul climbed several remaining prominent routes to the left of Lower Route. An American
visitor, Ken Sims made a number of notable solo ascents. Other important new climbs were
made by Mick Geddes, Con Higgins, Gordon Smith, Andrew Slater and others. In the NW of
Scotland, Richard McHardy and Andrew Nisbit climbed the great ice-fall in Coire Dubh on
Liathach. Further details can be found in Mountain 61 14. Also reported in the same issue of
Mountain are some regrettable incidents which have occurred at the CIC hut at Ben Nevis,
where there have been outbreaks of violence between SM C members and other climbers
visiting the area. While there has always been rivalry between Scottish climbers and 'Sassenach
invaders', the situation does seem to have taken a turn for the worse at a hut whose size is
unfortunately not adequate to cope with the present-day traffic on the mountain.

In Wales, a large rock-fall on 13 December 1977 demolished half a house on the
Tremadog side of Bwlch-y-moch Farm. The incident focused attention on the whole question
of the safery of the cliITs at Tremadog. It is proposed that extensive work be done on the clilTs
at Craig-y-Dref, the rocks behind the town hall. Similar action is being considered by the
Nature Conservancy at Pant Ifan where the BMC have sponsored an independent geological
survey. Notices have been posted asking climbers to refrain from using the clilTs until matters
are cleared up.

Anglesey has seen a spate of new routes recently, the level of activity being larger than at
any time since the boom years of 1966 and 1967. About 50 new routes have resulted, mostly of
a quality comparable to anything previously established. The most active climber in this
season has beenJim Moran whose total of new routes is only surpassed by Pete Crew andJoe
Brown. Pembrokeshire has also been a very busy area this season with a variety of new climbs
at Mother Carey's Kitchen, the W face of Stackpole, the Cauldron near Stack Rocks and St
Govans. The last named is a military area where climbing is officially not allowed-however,
this does not seem to have hindered the development of new climbs. Pat Littlejohn is
preparing an interim guide in an eITort to keep up with the appearance of new routes and
would be pleased to hear of details, to be sent to him at Outdoor Action, 12 Wyeverne Rd,
Cardiff. The E face of Stackpole and the Cauldron have seasonal restrictions on account of the
seabird population; the former has as yet no routes. The restriction is for the April-:luly
nesting period and also applies to Stack Rocks. Climbers have already driven away the
guillemot and razorbill populations by Lydstep, and so the local ornithologists are keen to see
that restrictions on climbing are observed.

In England, climbing in the Avon Gorge has been affected by the work which is currently
being undertaken to reduce the danger to the Portway from unstable rock-the road is at the
moment closed to traffic. The work is in progress on the cliffs from the bottom of Bridge
Valley Road to the footpath on the Bristol side of the Cl ifton Suspension Bridge. In spite of
these restrictions, climbers are still producing new routes in the Gorge and Nipper Harrison
has been foremost in this respect. He has also been responsible for some new climbs in the
Cheddar Gorge, which also still has its access problems. A ban on climbing in the period April
to September was placed by Longleat Enterprises, who own much of the Gorge, to protect
tourist traffic; however, the Cheddar Council are pressing for a total ban. On the N side of the
Gorge, the National Trust are worried about the survival of rare rock plants that grow there,
and are seeking to discourage climbing (and indeed all public access) on Prospect Tier.

The sport of climbing came in for some unwelcome publicity in 1978 over the matter of
the award for valour to a sporting figure which is given annually by a private sporting club.
Doug Scott was nominated as the 1978 recipient apparently for his extraordinary survival
following his accident on the Ogre (see AJ 83 3); he initially refused the award because of
his objections in principle to the idea of medals and honours for climbers. However, he later
came to believe that a sum of £25,000 went with the award and so he changed his decision
reluctantly, on the basis that he would give the money to the Mount Everest Foundation for
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Ihe good of climbing in general. His allempls to change the honour 10 a team award were nOI
successful. Shonly before the award was 10 be given, and ju t before a TV interyiew about it,
SCOll discovered in lilCt no money was involved, and at the last minute reversed his decision 10

accept the award. This aCtion was immediately interpreted by the media in the WOI' t possible
light. It was supposed that he had refused because he saw no personal gain for himself. Only
then did il emerge that the award was not for his performance on the ORre, but for his
courage in gelling lit to climb aRain so quickly. Evidently there were several breakdowns in
communication along the line-one hopes that in luture the club will make the reasons for
the award and its nature more plain to the potential recipient fi'om the outset.

The following guide-books have been received or are noted:

Climbers' Club Guides to Wales 3-L1anberis Pass Georr Milburn (Climbers' Club/BMC,
1978, pp 160, diagrams and map, £3.75). This single guide replaces the previous L1anberis
North guide (D. T. Roscae) and the L1anberis South guide (P. Crew). It list 323 routes graded
according to 11 adjectival classification ranging from Easy to Hard Extremely Severe. Oyer a
third of Ihe routes are in the lOp 4 categories, ie Hard Very Severe or harder.

Borrowdale S. Clark (Fell and Rock Climbing Club, 1978, pp 257, diagrams and map, npq).
This is a new edition of the FRCC Borrowdale guide, the last being the 1968 edition by P. j.

'unn and O. Woolcock. Like the previous guide it uses an adjectival grading system of
classification, but unfortunately a different one. There are 12 basic grades of which the
hardest, Extremely Severe, is subdivided into 5 categories El to E5, thus making 16 grades in
all. It seems a pity thal we have such anunnecessary'proliferation of systems.

Rock Climbs in the Peak-Recent Developments Sieve Bancrofi (The Peak Commillee of
the BMC, 1977. pp 94, diagrams, npq). There are 9 BMC guides to the Peak District, and this
additional volume is intended to update them after a period of intense development.

Sea Cliff Climbs in the Aberdeen Area Bill Ma rshall (Etchachan Club, £ 1.60).

Lake District North Clegg, Read and Wilson (Lakeland Climbers' Guide Books, £2.70).

Recent Developments in the Lake District Armstrong, BOllerill and Whillance (Fell and Rock
Climbing Club, £ 1.20).

Gogarth Aiel' Sharp (Climbers' Club, 1977. pp vi, 138, photo tOpos, £3.25), This latest
Climbers' Club guide follow the format taned by the Carneddau and Clogwyn du'r Arddu
volumes, with clear print and pleasant layout. The photo tOpos are well reproduced and that
of the Main Cliff shows only 100 clearly how the number of climbs has multiplied since
exploration started in 1964. There is lillk here for the 'average climber'. but then there do not
seem to be that many average climbers around any more. One little quibble in an otherwise
excellent guide-the voluntat,' ban on climbing in the Mousetrap/Red Wall area from
February to July could have been emphasized by inclusion in the rele\'ant section inStead of
confining it to the Introduction.

H e1sby and the Wirral Alan Rouse (Cicerone Press, £ 1.50).

Equipment and Technique
Tom Connor

1978

Prusiking An anicle in Off Belay (40 5) by its editor, Ray Smutek, compares the traditional
method of using prusiks for crevasse self rescue with a newer modified procedure (The 'Texas
Method'). A number of disadvantages of the former are poillled out. eg the considerable
strength and endurance needed to climb up even a comparatively shOrt rope length to safety.
In addition, if the climber's strength does give OUt, his legs s\\'ing out from under him and he
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